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in London by the Daily Telegraph (City of London conservative),
the Standard (Salisburian conservative), and the Daily News
(liberal); to whose ranks the Daily Chronicle (liberal) was added
in 1877, while the Morning Post (aristocratic conservative) came
down in 1881 to the same price. Above them stood The Times,
sold at %d. and ruled till 1877 by J. T. Dclane, its greatest and
most fortunate editor.
These penny dailies conformed very much to one character.
Originally modelled on The Times, they catered distinctively for
the upper and middle classes, and almost exclusively for the male
reader. Though, as a rule, they earned comfortable profits,
their ownership was not primarily commercial, and the news-
paper world was about the last quarter in which any one then
would have looked for a millionaire. Nearly all of them were
family properties. Their controllers were usually well-educated
middle-class people, cautious rather than ambitious, seeking no
new worlds to conquer, valuing their papers chiefly for the
political and social influence which accrued through them, and
disposed in most instances to view the proper exercise of this
influence very seriously as a sort of personal trust. On the con-
tents side they were overwhelmingly political. They gave some
space to business and religion, and some to racing and cricket;
while for 'human interest* they relied largely on sensational law
cases, and brought leaders of the bar and bench into a brighter
limelight than ever before or since*1 But the staple was politics,
especially speeches; and proceedings in parliament were reported
and read all over the country at full length. The way irrwhich
the news-matter was handled would to-day be thought incredibly
dull and matter-of-fact* Headlines were few and paragraphs
long. But the reader was at least fairly given the facts, on which
he could form his own judgement. Editorial opinion was more
or less confined to the leading articles; which were written by the
highest-paid men in the office, or occasionally (though always
anonymous) by good writers outside.2 Propaganda was made by
open argument; not, as in the twentieth century, by the doctoring
of news*
1 The Tichborne case, whose successive civil and criminal proceedings stretched
in portentous length from May 187* to February 1874, probably interested the
public more than any other English trial since the impeachment of Hastings,
a Many of those in the Standard ware contributed by Lord Salisbury, or> at a later
period* written to his directions by Alfred Austin, afterwards poet«laur?ate. George
Meredith at different times lived largely by leader-writing.

